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Abstract This paper presents an extension of the distributed Join Calculus with 
messages dynamically bound to definitions according to their location. 
New dynamic channels and new definitions for dynamic channels may be 
created at runtime. A dynamic message is rebound when the location 
containing the message migrates. A sound type system is introduced 
to guarantee that every dynamic message is bound to a definition. A 
longer version of this paper with additional examples is available [17]. 

1. Introduction 
In a distributed world, channel-based communication usually involves senders 

and receivers that may reside in different locations. A receiver is a definition, 
an association between a channel name and a process that is spawned upon 
reception of a message on this channel. A message sent on a channel is routed 
to a location containing a definition for this channel. Thus the binding of 
senders to receivers is dependent upon the routing of messages. On the one 
hand, the binding may be static, in the sense that the routing does not depend 
on where the message originates, greatly simplifying remote communication. 
The distributed Join Calculus [10, 9] makes such a choice, by restricting the 
definition of a given channel to a single location. On the other hand, the 
routing may depend on where the message is. This dynamic binding models 
location-dependent behaviors. This paper enriches the distributed Join Calcu
lus with channels whose messages are routed dynamically. Because of space 
constraints, we do not present the distributed Join Calculus. Readers who do 
not feel familiar with this calculus can find a tutorial in [11]. 

The JoCaml system [15], an implementation of the distributed Join Calculus, 
provides some form of dynamic binding to functions defined in the current 
runtime. Modeling this behavior is also one of our goals. 

One requirement for our system is the ability to create new definitions for 
existing dynamic channels. However, when considering such a system of first 
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class dynamic channels where definitions may be added and new channel names 
may be created at runtime, it is difficult to check manually that every message 
is bound to a definition. This receptiveness property should prevent mistakes 
like trying to send a message on a channel when it is not bound. This paper 
aims at such a safe calculus of local resources using a static type system. 

An important design choice is the relation between the process being rebound 
to new definitions and the process triggering this rebinding. As in [6], we dis
tinguish between objective and subjective rebinding. The rebinding is objective 
if it is triggered by a guard, and the (guarded) process that is being rebound is 
not active. On the opposite, rebinding is subjective when it involves running 
processes that are in the environment of the process triggering the rebinding. 
As subjective dynamic calculi have less control on the scope of the rebinding, 
they Jet the programmer modify the execution environment of running pro
cesses. However, this makes the receptiveness property significantly harder to 
prove statically, since the process being rebound is not explicitly available when 
typing the process triggering the rebinding. 

Our extension adds dynamic channels and corresponding definitions. The 
definition bound to a dynamic channel at a given location is the closest defini
tion of this channel in the enclosing locations. We say that a dynamic channel 
is available when there is such a definition. Since migration in the distributed 
Join Calculus is subjective, our calculus is a subjective dynamic calculus. As 
a location may redefine a channel already defined in an enclosing location, this 
model is an extension of the JoCaml model, where only runtimes-top level 
locations that do not migrate-provide definitions for dynamic channels. 

The dynamic Join Calculus is designed to be implemented in a distributed 
setting. In the distributed Join Calculus, each static channel is defined in a 
single location. This property does not hold for dynamic channels, as a dynamic 
channel may be defined in several locations. However, the routing of a message 
on a dynamic channel is deterministic as there is only one closest enclosing 
location defining this channel. Moreover, we require the determination of the 
destination of a message to be local. This insures that there is no need for 
distributed synchronization. 

In section 2 we present the syntax and semantics of the dynamic Join Cal
culus; in section 3 we present a type system that guarantees the presence of 
definitions, and we state its soundness in section 4; we conclude in section 5. 

2. Syntax and semantics 
The chemical syntax of the dynamic Join Calculus is the following: 

p ··- 0 I PIP' I n(ii;); P I go n; P I 11n.P I a.n(n;) 
1J .. - T I 1J, 1J' I J'>P I a[1J: p]A,/ 

J .. - n(jj) I J I J' 

s .. - n I s II s' I v f-~;.1 ,F P 

t:l.,I .. - 0 I { n} I {y} I t:!.. u t:!.. 
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The structural and reduction semantics are given in figure 1. We presuppose 
the existence of an infinite set of names ranged over by m, n, x. Location names 
are ranged over by a, b, c, dynamic channel names are ranged over by m, n, x, 
static names are ranged over by m, n, x, and variables are ranged over by u, y. We 
write n for possibly empty tuples of names. We write P (resp. D) for processes 
(resp. definitions) that do not contain any occurrence of resolved messages (of 
the form a.n(ni) ). We write P (resp. V) for processes (resp. definitions) which 
may contain occurrences of resolved messages. Free names, received names, and 
defined names are defined as usual. A local definition def D in P binds within 
D and P the static channel names and location names defined in D. However, 
it does not bind the dynamic channel names defined in D. A restriction vn.P 
binds the dynamic name n in P. A reaction rule Jr:>P binds the received names 
of J in P. The formal definitions can be found in (17]. We also introduce the 
notion of defined local names ( dln) as names that are defined in a given location, 
defined static names (resp. defined dynamic names) ( dsn) (resp. ddn) as defined 
names that are static (resp. defined names that are dynamic). 

Intuitively, a configuration consists of several concurrently running locations. 
Each location contains a multiset of definitions V and a multiset of running 
processes P. As in the Join Calculus, locations are structured as a tree, and 
each location has a unique static name. Since the chemical semantics acts on a 
fiat structure of running locations, the tree structure is reflected in the names 
of the running locations: a location has name tpa if its name is a and if the 
path from the root of the location tree to this location is tp. 

In order to account for the different routings of static and dynamic mes
sages, we split the routing in two steps (much as in (12]). The first step, called 
the name lookup step, resolves the location where to route the message, and 
prepends this location to the message. The destination is the location contain
ing the definition the message is bound to. For static channels, it is the unique 
location defining the channel; for dynamic channels, it is the closest enclosing 
location containing a definition of the channel. The second step is the com
munication step, it corresponds to the migration of the resolved message to its 
destination (rule COMM). We remark that, unlike [19], our semantics only 
focuses on name lookup and does not deal with the actual routing. 

To show that the name lookup of dynamic channels is local, each running 
location bears a lookup function F from dynamic channels to the the name of 
the closest enclosing location defining the channel. This function is used in the 
dynamic name lookup rule (NL-DYN), where .l is the undefined location. The 
static name lookup rule (NL-STAT) resolves the unique location defining the 
channel. Since the name lookup step is local, we let the programmer define a 
continuation to unresolved messages that is spawned when the lookup occurs 
(rules NL-STAT and NL-DYN). However, the delivery and consumption of the 
message are asynchronous. In the following we may write n(m) for n(m); 0. 

A definition has the form n1 (Yi) I ... I nk (Y.,) '> P where the ni are the chan
nel names, the iJi are the received names, and P is the guarded process. A 
channel name in a join pattern may either be of the form ni, if the channel 
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So::a S' J 
S ::: S' (STR-a 

'V'f/JEloc(S),af/.1/J Go::Lookup(F,I,t:..,a) [STR-Loc] 
a['D: 'P]A,I f-~ ,I ,F = f-~ ,I ,F II 'D f-~~I,G p 

dsn(D) n ( bn(S) u bn('D, D) u bn('P I P)) "'0 dln(D) n ddn(D) "'0 [D l 
S II 'D f-~.;l,F' 'PI def D in P --+ S II 'D, D f-~.;l,F 'P 1 P EF 

{n} n (bn(S) u bn('D) u bn('P I P)) "'0 [N l 
s II v f-~.;1 ·~" 'P lvn.P --+ s II v f-~{1" 'PIP u 

n E dln(b) [NL S J 
f-LS,l ,P n(ii'· p --+ f-A,l ,P b n(ii' I p - TAT 

tpa uf, tpa · v1 

F(n) = b t\ b f. J. [NL D J 
f-LS,l ,1" n(ii'· p --+ f-LS,l ,P b n(ii' I p - YN '{)a vi, l()a . Vf 

dom(urn) "= rn(J) [J J 
Jt>P f-A,/,1" a Ju --+ Jt>P LA,/,1" p~ OIN tpa • 1'n r-!pa vrn 

f-~.;o·I.,F. b.n(V) II f-~;·Ib,Fb --+ f-~;·I.,F. II f-~t·Ib,Fb b.n(V) [COMM] 

a['D: p 1 gob; Q]A.,I. f-~·I,F II f-~t·Ib,Fb --+ f-~·I,F II a['D: pI Q)A.,I. f-~:·Ib,Fb [Go) 

Figure 1. Semantics of the dynamic Join Calculus 

is static, or n; if it is dynamic, or y; if it is a variable. A definition is trig
gered when among the running processes of the location there are messages 
on each of the n;. These messages are consumed, and the guarded process is 
spawned, replacing the formal names (the received names) by the arguments of 
the messages using the substitution qrn (as described in the JOIN rule). Note 
that we use a slightly different JOIN rule: since only resolved messages may be 
consumed, we write a.J for the join pattern where every message pattern has 
the prefix a (i.e. a.(J I J1) = a.J I a.J1). New definitions are introduced using 
the def D in P construct, where the defined static names of D have scope D 
and P. New dynamic channels are introduced using the vn.P construct. 

Locations, either folded or running, gather in the set D. the dynamic channels 
they define, and in the set I the dynamic channels they import (i.e. the dynamic 
names they require to be defined in enclosing locations). 

When a process go( b); P is evaluated, the current location as well as all its 
sublocations migrate to location b (rule Go). 

Some running location <pa may be folded in its parent location <p (for subse
quent migration, for instance) using rule STR-Loc. The first condition of this 
rule insures that there is no running sublocation of <pa, in order to preserve the 
tree structure. Conversely, when unfolding a location, its lookup function needs 
to be computed using the operator Lookup, that takes the lookup function of 
the enclosing location and patches it to correspond to the current location. 
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Definition 2.1 (Lookup operator) The operator Lookup takes the lookup func
tion F of the enclosing location, the imported dynamic names I, the locally 
defined dynamic names ~. and the name of the current location a, to create a 
lookup function G = Lookup(F, I,~. a) that associates the current location to 
locally defined dynamic names and the result of the enclosing lookup function 
for imported names (we write l_ for the undefined location). 

We have: 

{ 
a n E .6. 

G(n) = F(n) n if. .6. 1\ n E I 
.L nf/..6.1\nif.I 

We define a-conversion as in the Join Calculus (renaming of defined static 
names bound by a def and renaming of received names bound by join patterns), 
with the additional renaming of dynamic names bound by a v operator. 

In the following, we only consider a restricted class of processes: every loca
tion must have a unique name; every defined static name is defined in a single 
location; join patterns are linear, i.e. no defined name nor received name may 
occur more than once in a given join pattern; free and bound names are distinct 
(fn(S) n bn(S) = 0). We call this last condition the hygienic condition. 

The condition of rule DEF enforces the preservation of the hygienic condi
tion. Since it must be true before the reduction, the defined names of D, that 
are free afterward, were bound. Thus they could not occur free in the initial 
configuration and the reduction cannot capture free names. The rule simply 
checks that these names are not bound in the final configuration, and that no 
defined local name of D is a dynamic name (well typed definitions satisfy this 
property). The hygienic condition is also enforced through rule Nu. 

In figure 1, only rules DEF and Nu explicitly mention the context. In the 
other rules, the other running locations, definitions, and running processes in 
the locations involved in the reduction are left implicit. 

The structural equivalence = is the smallest reflexive, symmetric and transi
tive relation generated by rules STR-a and STR-Loc, with the parallel operator 
"I" (resp. the definition composition operator ",") being associative, commu
tative and having 0 (resp. T) as neutral element. The reduction relation -+ is 
the smallest relation generated by rules of figure 1 such that =-+= ~ -+. We 
recall that most of these rules include implicit contexts. 

Discussion and examples of the dynamic Join Calculus are available in [17]. 

3. Safe dynamic binding 
We describe a type system that allows only configurations where dynamic 

messages are bound to a dynamic definition in some enclosing location. This 
type system is similar to the one for the distributed Join Calculus. It uses the 
same generalization criterion as the one implemented in JoCaml and formalized 
in [12]. We use the following types: 

T •• - 7' I (T);t I (T)A I loc(.6.) I n 
.6.,1 .. - 01 {w} I.6.U.6. 

w .. - n I 6 
.. - "Val.T 
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( )f ( ) (PLUs) 
T w ::;: T {w} 

T 1 < T a C a' 
(r)A ::0: (r )A' (N-SuB) 

a'ca 
loc(a) ::;: loc{a') (L-SuB) 

Figure 2. Subtyping rules 

Name type variables 6 occur in the types of processes guarded by a join 
pattern, and represent a dynamic channel name (as a name variable y represents 
a channel or location name). 

Intuitively, locations provide dynamic definitions, either by directly defining 
them, or by requesting enclosing locations to define them. The type of a loca
tion is loc(d), where d is the set of dynamic names that are available in the 
location. Thus, inside such a location a message sent on a dynamic name of 
d is correct, whereas a message sent on any other dynamic name should be 
considered as incorrectly typed. 

The type of dynamic channel names reflects the required dynamic definitions. 
A message on a channel of type (r)A carries an argument of type r, and requires 
the availability of definitions for the names of d. For instance, a dynamic 
channel n that does not carry any argument has type 0{n}• since a message on 
such a channel requires a definition for n to be available. Since static channels 
do not require the presence of any dynamic definition in enclosing locations, 
their type is of the form (r)0 which is simply written (r). 

Since channel names are first class values, it is possible to write a definition 
such as send(x) 1> x(), that receives a name and sends a message on it. Any use 
of send with a static name is correct, and using send with a dynamic name is 
correct only if the dynamic name is defined in an enclosing location. In order 
to represent this behavior, we say that the type of the argument of send is 
0 A if d is the set of available dynamic channels. Thus send has the type 
(()A). As d represents an upper bound of the definitions that may be used, 
we have an immediate notion of subtyping (written :S) on dynamic channels: 
(r)A• :S (r)A if d' ~ d; a channel that may access fewer dynamic definitions 
is a subtype of a channel that may access more dynamic definitions. Thus a 
static channel has a type that is a subtype of any dynamic channel carrying the 
same type of arguments. The subtyping rule N-SUB of figure 2 also introduces 
contravariant subtyping on the argument type. 

Since a location that provides more dynamic definitions may be used in
stead of one that provides fewer dynamic definitions, we introduce a notion of 
subtyping on location types, in rule L-SUB. 

One important condition for insuring soundness of the type system is to 
forbid subtyping on dynamic names that are redefined. We write (r);t for the 
type of these channels. Since a redefinable channel may be used instead of a 
plain dynamic channel for message sending, we introduce the PLUS subtyping 
rule. In the following we consider :S to be the smallest reflexive transitive 
closure generated by the rules of figure 2. 
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A type scheme 't/a8.T is composed of generalized type variables a, generalized 
name tyi?_e variables 8, and type T. An instantiation of this type scheme, written 
Inst('t/a8.T), is a type TO, where(} is a substitution from the type variables a 
to types and from the name type variables 8 to dynamic name types w. 

For soundness reasons, we do not allow polymorphic redefinable channel 
types. Similarly, we do not allow polymorphic location types. All other types 
are said to be well formed. 

A type environment B (resp. a type scheme environment A or r) is an asso
ciation map between names and types (resp. names and type schemes), where 
each name occurs at most once. 

In the following, we call ftv(T) the free type variables in T, fnv(T) the free 
name type variables in T. We write fv(T) for ftv(T) Ufnv(T). We also extend ftv 
and fnv to type environments and to type scheme environments. 

In the following typing rules, we use a generalization operator Gen(B, A, 8) 
defined as: Gen(B,A,8) = Um:rEB{m: 't/aJ'.T}, where a= ftv(T) \ (AU8) 
and 8 = fnv(T) \(AU 8). The set A contains the names and type variables 
that occur in the typing environment (in typing rule DEF, A is fv(r)); the set 
8 contains the names and type variables that may not be generalized because 
they are shared in a join pattern (as in [12]). 

A typing judgment has one of the following forms: r II- n : r, ~;I; r II- P, 
~;I; r II- V :: B; A1; 8, r II- S, or ~;I; r II- V : A1 where r is the type scheme 
environment; ~ is a set of dynamic name types, the dynamic channels defined 
in the current location; I is a set of dynamic names, the dynamic channels 
imported by the current location; B gathers the types of the defined static 
names of V; A1 collects the dynamic channels locally defined by V; 8 is a set 
of type variables and name type variables that cannot be generalized. 

The four main typing rules to guarantee the presence of a dynamic definition 
for every dynamic message are MsG, Loc, SouP-Loc, and Go. Rule MsG 
checks that the channel used does not require more dynamic definitions than 
the ones available locally (i.e. the ones specified in ~ and I). Rules Loc and 
SouP-Loc are very similar, the former being more complex as it can occur in 
the process guarded by a join pattern. These rules check that the specified 
dynamic channels are defined and that the imported dynamic channels are 
available locally (in rule CONF for the SouP-Loc case). The contents of the 
location are typed in an environment where the defined and imported dynamic 
channels are available (these rules modify~ and I). Rule Go checks that the 
target of the migration provides at least the dynamic channels imported by the 
current location. 

The two typing rules for messages MsG and R-MsG are very similar, and 
follow the different states of a message as it is first resolved, then sent to its 
destination. In these rules, the name on which the message is sent needs to 
satisfy the typing judgment r II- n : (r).o.ui· Because of subtyping on channel 
names, this judgment gives an upper bound on the dynamic names that the 
message may use, thus on the definitions accessed; this upper bound consists 
of the available dynamic definitions at this pqint, thus insuring that every 
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m : vo.J.r' E r T = Inst(Va8.r') [N J 
f I~ m: T AME 

r I~ m : T T < T 1 [SuB] 
fl~ m: T 

f I~ ffii : Ti fori E [l..nj [TUPLE] 
fll-m1, ... ,mn :rl, ... ,rn 

fl~n:(7')Aui fl~m:7' a;I;fi~P [M ] 
a;I;fl~n(m);P SG 

f I~ n: (7')Aul r I~ iii : 7' r If- a : loc(0) 
a; I; r I~ a.n(m) 

n E dln(a) [R-Msa] 

a;I;f+A I~ D::B;0;8 
A= Gen(B,fu(r), 8) a; I; r +A If- P dom(A) n dom(r) = 0 [DEF] 

a; I; r If- def D in P 

a; I; f I~ P1 a; I; r If- P2 [PAR] 
a;I;r 1~ PI 1 P2 

r If- n: loc(I) a; I; r I~ P [Go] 
a; I; r I~ go n; P 

d It fn(f) a; I; r + d: (r)d I~ P [Nuj 
a;I;f I~ vd.P a·I·flf-0 [NIL] 

' ' 

a;I;r + (u,: T;)i + (Yj: T;P ~~ P 

r If- x;: (i';) r I~ mj: (ij);t; (Uiii u U0l n dom(r) = 0 
i j 

V(n :r), (n' :r') E ( {x; : (i';)} U {mj : (ij );t)) . n -.f. n' => fv(r) n fv(r') ~ 8 
. . . U [JoiN] 

a;I;r I~ (x;(ii";))'l (mj(Yj))lt>P::(x;: (i';))'; {mj};8 

a;I;fi~T::0;0;8 [TOP] 
a;I;f I~ Vt::Bt;At;8 a;I;f If- V2::B2;62;8 [ANn] 

a;I;f If- VI, V2::B1 E[l 82;61 U62;8 

v Eli ( )+ E r v E I ( )+ E r a'= Uw,· I'= UwJ'. m; . ffii : Ti wi nj . nj : Tj w'. 
J i j 

a';I';r 1~ V::B;6;8 a';I';r 1~ P r 1~ a: loc(a' u I') I' c (a" ui") [L l 
a";I";r I~ a[V: P]""·1 ::B+a:loc(a' U1');0;8 oc 

n E 6 U I => n = n 1\ n : (r)~ E f 
a: loc(6 Ul) E r 6;l;f I~ P 6;J;f I~ V: 6 [SouP-Locj 

flf-Vf-,~ • P 

a;I;ri~V::B;6v;e A=Gen(B,Jv(r),e) Acr 
=-:..2.:...:.:....::.....:.:.=.c~::.:...::;;--;~~~7'-=~~~:__--=- (CHEM-0EF) 

a;I;r 1~ v: 6v 

Figure 3. Typing rules 
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dynamic message is bound to a definition. The R-MsG rule checks that the 
location specified in the prefix of the message is present with a location type 
in r (every location type is a subtype of loc(0)), and that the channel name is 
a defined local name of this location. 

The typing rule DEF checks that no local dynamic name is defined in D 
(~ 1 = 0), and also checks that the defined static names of D-which are the 
domain of B and A-do not clash with names of the typing environment. We 
remark that we use polymorphic recursion here, which drastically simplifies the 
subject reduction proof for the distributed Join Calculus. 

Rule Go requires that the destination location has type loc(I), where I is 
the set of imported dynamic channels. By definition of subtyping on location, 
this set is a lower bound, and any location providing more dynamic definitions 
may be the target of migration. 

Rule Nu introduces a new dynamic channel, which is monomorphic, and 
which has the type of dynamic channels sending messages on their own name. 
Since every dynamic channel created has a monomorphic redefinable type, every 
subsequent definition must exactly follow this type. 

Rule JOIN is used to type one join pattern. The defined names of the join 
pattern are partitioned into two sets: the static names and the dynamic names. 
Static names x; are given the type (1';), and are collected in the typing envi
ronment B. Dynamic names need to be present in r, with a redefinable type 
(ij)~., as they are redefined. Dynamic names are not written mi since they 
may be variables bound by an enclosing join pattern. In evaluation context, we 
always have mi = wi =mi. They may however be different if the join pattern 
occurs in the guarded process of another join pattern that receives a dynamic 
name and then redefines it. All dynamic names are collected in the set of local 
dynamic names. The set of non generalized variables E> is checked to be big 
enough: any type variable or name that is shared between two types cannot be 
generalized (as in [12]). 

The typing rule AND uses the Ell operator in B1 Ell B2 , that requires names 
that are both in the domain of B1 and B2 to have the same type. 

The rule Lac extracts from the typing environment the types associated to 
the names of ~ and I, in order to collect the dynamic name types associated to 
these channels. As in rule JOIN, in evaluation context the names are the same. 
They may be different if the typing rule is used to type the guarded process of 
a join pattern that receives a dynamic name that is redefined. The typing of 
the definition V must yield a set of local dynamic names ~ identical to the one 
declared in the location. The typing of V and P may use the available dynamic 
channels associated to the ones declared by the location being typed. This rule 
also checks that the imported names are available in the enclosing location. 

The CONF rule checks that the running locations form a tree, all running 
locations import names that are available in the enclosing location (the root 
location does not import any name), every name lookup function is correctly 
computed, and all running locations are well typed. To do this, the SouP
Lac rule is used. It first checks that all the names declared in ~ and I are 
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dynamic channels (not variables), and that the type of these channels in r is 
the type of redefinable channels sending messages on their own name. It then 
types the definition (using rule CHEM-DEF) and process of the location, using 
the available dynamic channels declared by the location, and checks that the 
location is present with the correct type in the typing environment. This rule 
is similar to rule Loc, although simpler as running locations occur only in 
evaluation contexts. The CHEM-DEF rule types the definition and checks that 
the resulting generalization is present in the environment. 

Typing examples are available in [17]. 

4. Type Soundness 
To prove the soundness of our system, we first prove a subject reduction 

theorem, then we prove a progress property that insures that well-typed con
figurations do not go wrong. We first specify well-formed typing environments. 

Definition 4.1 A typing environment r is well formed if and only i[ its types 
are well formed and every type binding is of the form n: (r)t, n: 'v'aa.(r), and 
a: loc(.ll.) where .ll. contains no name type variable. 

We now prove that structural equivalence and reductions preserve typing. 

Lemma 4.2 LetS be a configuration and r II- S a typing of this configuration 
where r is well-formed. If S =: S', there is a well-formed r' such that r' II- S'. 

Theorem 1 (Subject reduction) Let S be a configuration and r be a well 
formed environment. If r II- S and S --t S', then there exists a well-formed 
environment r' such that r' II- S'. 

We remark that r and r' need not be related, since reduction steps involve 
configurations including implicit contexts. We now prove that the NL-DYN step 
resolves messages to the closest enclosing location defining them (where dyn(b) 
is the set of dynamic names locally defined in b). This proof insures that our 
way of computing the name lookup function corresponds to our specification. 

Lemma 4.3 Let r II- S be a typing derivation. For any dissolved location cpa 
of S, if we have Fcpa(n) = b :f. ..L, then we have n E dyn(b), cpa = 'lj;b'lj;' with 
'v'c E '1/J'.n ~ dln(c). 

We define the notion of a stuck configuration. 

Definition 4.4 We say that a configuration S is stuck when one of the fol
lowing is true: there is a message n(m) or a.n(m) in evaluation context where 
n is not a channel name; there is a n E dn(S) that is not a channel name or 
a location name; there is a process go n; P where n is not a location name; 
there is a message n(m) or a.n(m) and a definition of n with different arities; 
there is a message n(m) in evaluation context that cannot be reduced by rule 
NL-DYN; there is a message a.n(m) with n ~ dln(a). 
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We can now state that no well-typed configuration is stuck. 

Theorem 2 (Progress) LetS be a configuration and r a well-formed envi
ronment. If r II- S, then S is not stuck. 

Combining lemma 4.2, 4.3, and theorems 1 and 2, we prove that well-typed 
configurations cannot become stuck, thus dynamic messages are always sent to 
the closest enclosing location providing a definition and there is always such a 
location. The proofs are fairly complex, especially the substitution lemma, as 
channel names occur in the types. They are available in [16). 

5. Future work, related work, and conclusion 
One of our first priorities is the integration of dynamic channels into JoCaml. 

A form of dynamic binding at the module level is already present in JoCaml, 
but is difficult to use. The implementation would provide the programmers 
with easier management of local resources. As our system was designed with 
implementation in mind, this should not present any difficulty. In particular, 
it seems clear that maintaining the lookup function F (that resolves dynamic 
names to the closest enclosing location defining them) would be cheap because 
it does not require more locking than the one already present in JoCaml. 

On the theoretical side, it is unfortunate that the construct a.n(m), very 
similar to the message construct of [19), cannot be made available to program
mers. To use such a construct soundly, it is necessary to check that n is indeed 
defined in location a, where a may be a variable bound by an enclosing join 
pattern. We have been designing such a type system, which is very similar to 
the one introduced in this paper, and we are finishing the soundness proofs. 

Another extension is the design of a type reconstruction algorithm. Since 
our type system uses polymorphic recursion, which greatly simplifies the proof 
of subject reduction, a type reconstruction algorithm requires a different type 
system (see [17]). This issue is already present in the distributed Join Calculus. 
We are also modifying our system to use a constraint based type system to 
recover principal types, adapting the B(T) framework of [8) to this end. 

In this paper, our strategy for handling a message on a dynamic channel 
name is to resolve in one step the closest enclosing location defining the channel, 
and then to send the message to this location in an other step. An alternate 
approach would simply consist in sending a message on a dynamic name that 
is not defined locally to the parent location, which would then deal with the 
message {this second incremental approach is similar to [6] and [18)). The 
two semantics yield two different behaviors but, surprisingly enough, the type 
system presented in this paper is also sound for the second system. 

Part of this work could have been achieved in a distributed n: Calculus. How
ever, this would have been more subtle since the association between senders 
and receivers is more dynamic than in the Join Calculus, since receivers may 
disappear. It is therefore more complex to distinguish between deadlock free
dom [1, 14] and availability of receivers. This implies that our type system 
is simpler as we do not guarantee deadlock freedom because of join patterns. 
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However, the resulting type system of [1] requires that names passed on chan
nels cannot be used as receivers, unlike our dynamic channels as shown in [17]. 

Several works deal with resource control (as opposed to resource availability) 
in a 1r-calculus with localities and objective rebinding. In [13], localities have 
a flat structure, and processes may migrate objectively between localities. A 
type system insures that no agent may access a resource if it was not given 
the capability to do so. In the local area calculus [7], localities form a fixed 
hierarchy of levels that do not migrate. Channels have a level of operation, 
meaning that no communication on such a channel may cross the boundary 
of an higher level area. In the box-1r calculus [18], localities also form a fixed 
hierarchy, and communication may cross only one locality boundary at a time. 
This calculus aims at controlling the flow of information between localities. 

The higher order 1r-calculus of [21, 20] also deals with access control, by 
explicitly specifying for each input which resources may be accessed by the 
input process, distinguishing between read and write accesses. However, this 
calculus is objective, guarantees locality of resources instead of availability, and 
uses dependent types instead of polymorphism with name type variables. 

The work on secrecy and groups [5] also deals with controlling access to some 
names through the creation of fresh groups, and the assignment of channels to 
these groups. However, the different intent (secrecy vs receptiveness) leads to 
different type systems. We use polymorphism to let dynamic names escape the 
scope in which they are created, to type more processes, whereas in [5] secrecy 
is achieved by checking that groups cannot escape their initial scope. 

A very simple calculus oflocalized resources is the Ambient Calculus [6]. Re
cent works on the Ambient Calculus add type systems to analyze the behavior 
of ambients or enforce security policies. In [4], groups are introduced to refine 
mobility types of ambients in order to control the escape of capabilities. In [2], 
safe ambients are typed according to a security policy. The type system takes 
into account the capabilities that the ambient may acquire. Boxed ambients [3] 
drops the open capabilities of the Ambient Calculus, but allows communica
tion between parent and children. A type system allows the analysis of ambient 
behavior, distinguishing local communications from communications with the 
context. In these ambient calculi, the emphasis is more on restricting the be
havior of processes than on checking the availability of resources. Moreover, 
there is no notion of static names. 

We have presented an extension of the distributed Join Calculus that fea
tures the creation of definitions accessible through dynamic channels that are 
rebound at migration. New definitions for a given channel may be created at 
runtime, and new dynamic channels may be generated as well. A type system 
that has the subject reduction property was presented, which guarantees the 
presence of a definitions for any dynamic channel that may be used. 
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